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Abstract 

Attenuation measurements by using crustal body, surface, or coda waves often 

result in frequency-dependent quality factor Q ≈ Q0f
 with  > 0. Such dependences can 

be explained as spurious and largely caused by variations of geometrical spreading (GS). 

In realistic lithospheric structures, GS is complex and often impossible or impractical to 

model. Nevertheless, GS variations can be measured concurrently with Q-1 and described 

by a parameter denoted . In body- and coda-wave measurements at 0 - 100-km 

observation distances, this parameter is consistently positive, which also causes positive 

 values. Here, the causes for such positive  are examined by using 1D waveform 

synthetics. Generally, the results show that the upper-crustal structure and position of the 

earthquake hypocenter within it determine the character of GS. In typical crustal 

structures, is positive and of the order of 0.01 s-1, in agreement with the observations. 

Strong velocity and attenuation contrasts within the upper crust and above the 

seismogenic zone further increase the values of  in tectonically-active structures.  
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1. Introduction 

Frequency dependence of Earth-material quality factor (Q) is among the most 

intriguing subjects in seismology. Numerous arguments were advanced in favour of such 

frequency dependence based on theoretical, laboratory, and observational evidence (e.g., 

[1-6]). However, in this paper, I will not discuss these arguments but concentrate on only 

one specific question of whether and how the frequency-dependent Q(f) can be measured 

in seismological data.  Despite several decades of extensive studies, this basic question 

was still insufficiently addressed, apparently because of the already overwhelming 

preference for the Q(f) concept. Seismological evidence for Q(f) is often ambiguous 

because of its trade-off with geometrical spreading (GS), which is closely related to the 

difficulty of separating elastic-wave scattering from anelastic attenuation. Although this 

trade-off is well-known (e.g. [7]), it had not been extended to questioning the very 

existence of frequency-related variations of Q until I showed several examples [8-10] in 

which the entire measured frequency dependence of Q could be attributed to inaccurate 

GS. Additional recent examples are also given in [11,12], without a single exception so 

far in the frequency band from ~500 s to ~100 Hz. Many frequency-dependent Q(f) 

models abundant in modern attenuation work are highly unconvincing, particularly those 

based on grossly inaccurate uniform-space GS corrections yet reporting strong increases 

of Q with frequency. To appreciate this concern, note that the end-member case of Q f 

is completely indistinguishable from a variation in GS and very low attenuation (Q-1 = 0), 

because the associated amplitude decay exp(-ft/Q) is frequency-independent.  Slower 
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than Q f decays may simply mean that some attenuation is also present, and faster-than 

f dependencies often found in coda studies (e.g., [13]) are completely meaningless, 

because they imply that scattering causes seismic waveforms to sharpen with propagation 

time. As shown in [8], “scattering Q” (Qs) usually has strong observed frequency 

dependences [e.g., 17-21], can be explained by inaccurate GS.  

As a first-order effect of the Earth’s structure [e.g., 14], the GS should be nearly 

as variable as Q-1, and therefore assuming a constant GS could be a bigger fallacy than 

regarding  Q as frequency-independent. For example, Frankel et al. [22] pointed out that 

the effective GS of S waves in NE United States was significantly steeper than r-1, where 

r was the hypocentral distance. From numerical modeling of that paper, one can also see 

that the GS does not follow any simple r- dependence, but such an approximate 

dependence could be used within the distance range before the near-critical SmS 

reflection. Note that for S waves at epicentral distances  < 100 km, the values of  were 

consistently higher (~1.5 - 1.9) than the expected theoretical . For Lg waves ( = 

100 - 400 km),  equalled ~0.7, whereas it was postulated to equal 0.5 in the preceding 

frequency-domain studies [22]. 

When allowing a frequency-dependent Q in combination with variable GS, the 

attenuation-measurement problem becomes over-parameterized. For the three unknown 

parameters, such as Q-1, d(Q-1)/df, and GS, only two constraints are typically available 

from attenuation measurements. For example, in most studies recovering the Q-1(f) 

values, such experimental constraints consist of the logarithm of the total seismic 

amplitude and its frequency derivative. In order to control the trade-off of the 
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attenuation-related parameters with GS, the latter is treated as fixed in most studies (e.g., 

[15,16]). However, although giving a conventional way for comparing the results, this 

solution to the trade-off problem is inadequate, because the resulting quantity denoted as 

“scattering Q” (Qs) absorbs the errors of GS and leads to misleading descriptions of the 

lithospheric structure as randomly-scattering medium [9,23]. Moreover, when these 

medium parameters (including the GS [24,25]) are also regarded as frequency-dependent, 

this over-parameterization becomes overwhelming.  

To resolve the GS – Q(f) uncertainty, we have to realize the limits of information 

recoverable from the data and to apply physically reasonable simplifications in order to 

extract reliable parameters.  Most importantly, trade-off should not be allowed in the 

physical properties of the medium, and consequently the Q, in its present form, cannot be 

such a parameter. However, I will use symbol “Q-1” below in intuitive sense, to denote 

the “microscopic,” random energy dissipation effects, by contrast to the GS related to 

larger-scale, deterministic Earth structure. 

Realizing that GS is variable and unknown, let us now consider the following 

question: under what minimal conditions imposed on GS can it be separated from Q-1 

effects empirically? Considering that the only source of data for such separation is 

essentially the frequency dependence of the attenuation coefficient, the answer to this 

question is that the GS variation can be separated from attenuation only by assuming that 

it is frequency-independent. This is a much weaker constraint than assuming a fixed GS, 

and this approach was taken in [8] and [11,12].  

Not surprisingly, but maybe disappointingly for researchers interested in 

absorption-band type rheologies, all GS measurements performed to date [8, 11,12] led to 
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virtual elimination of the observed apparent Q(f) dependences. Although considered as 

potentially frequency-dependent, the measured Q values became constant after only 

~10% GS corrections in these studies. This estimate arises from considering the typical 

residual GS correction in the form of e-t [8], with  0.01 s-1 in body- and coda-wave 

measurements (the definition of  is given below). By equating this effect to an 

approximately equivalent t-, we obtain   t/lnt, which gives   0.09 for a typical 

local-earthquake coda observation time of t  30 s. With the background value of  = 1 

[15], such GS variations should certainly be expected due to, for example, diving and 

reflected waves within a heterogeneous lithosphere. 

In a worldwide compilation of short-period S-wave studies [8], the lithospheric 

GS was found to be systematically under-compensated by the standard t corrections, 

with positive  values ranging from ~0.002 to ~0.06 s-1. Interestingly,  values are also 

positive for Lg and Rayleigh waves at up to ~100-s periods, beyond which a slight 

negative is found [11]. For both body, coda, and Rayleigh waves, the values of  are 

consistently increased in active tectonic structures, which was explained by the 

simplification and “homogenization” of the lithosphere with age [8, 11]. An increase of 

coda  in more complexly-layered upper crust was suggested by numerical modeling in 

realistic lithospheric structures [27].  Note that unlike Mitchell [28], who suggested that 

the observed increase of crustal Q with tectonic age is related to the removal of fluids 

from the upper crust thereby decreasing its intrinsic attenuation, I interpret the increase of 

 as a direct effect of changing crustal velocity profiles [29]. In addition, Qi should also 

be low in the deformed, fractured, and “wet” young crust [11,28] and may increase with 
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age, although not so consistently as  [8]. 

The systematically positive and age-related  values appear extremely important 

for understanding attenuation observations, and their nature is not entirely clear. In this 

paper, I use numerical modeling of GS in several detailed velocity structures to provide 

explanation for such positive levels and to draw some conclusions about their possible 

origins. Because the apparent frequency-dependence parameter  is approximately 

proportional to  [8], this should therefore also help explaining the observed 

predominance of positive  values in lithospheric-scale observations.  

A secondary goal of this paper is to propose a simple form for the empirical GS 

law that is less “theoretical” and restrictive than the commonly used G(t) = t- and could 

be more convenient for measuring the attenuation coefficient and inverted from the data. 

Our form is parameterized by the value of the attenuation coefficient at zero-frequency 

(as G(t) = t-e-t, where v is the reference, conventional GS exponent, but  should be 

measured from the data. 

Numerical modeling 

To examine the variability of geometrical effects within the lithosphere, I 

performed 1D waveform modeling in several 1-D crustal and upper mantle models. As in 

previous studies [27,30], synthetic seismic sections were created by using the reflectivity 

method [31]. The program by K. J. Sandmeier was modified to handle larger 

computations, parallelized, and incorporated in a seismic processing system [32] 

allowing seamless processing of the results.  
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Modeling resulted in over 800-s long, 3-component synthetic records sampled at 

200-ms intervals and output at 1-km intervals from near-zero to 600-km distances from 

the epicentres. This allowed examining the wavefield to large offsets and avoiding any 

numerical wrap-around effects. The modelled frequency band was 0.2 - 2.4 Hz by using a 

“spike” source function suitable for spectral measurements. Sufficiently dense phase 

velocity spectrum from 1 to 120 km/s was selected in order to avoid frequency aliasing 

during numerical mode summations. As in any implementation of the propagator matrix 

method [33], all P/SV mode conversions and multiple reflections were accounted for in 

this modeling (Figure 1).  

For each three-component record produced by the modeling, a sample-by sample 

root-mean square (RMS) trace was formed, and its peak vector amplitude and the total-

trace energy were measured. The peak amplitudes were further squared, and both 

quantities multiplied by r2 to correct for the reference r-1 GS of body waves. The 

amplitudes were finally scaled and presented together in Figures 2 - 4. 

Several velocity models were tested, most of them based on the global IASP91 

model [34] consisting of a simple three-layer crust and mantle without strong gradients 

and low-velocity zones (Figures 2 and 3). In order to focus on the geometrical effects, 

quality factors within the entire models were set large and equal QP = 20000 and QS = 

10000. The densities were equal 2.8 g/cm3 within the crust and 3.2 g/cm3 within the 

mantle. In addition to the standard IASP91 model (Figure 2a), two of its modifications 

were also considered: one containing a 2-km thick low-velocity sedimentary layer with 

the same high Q’s (Figure 2b) and another one with strongly attenuating sediments: QP = 

20 and QS = 10 (Figure 2c). Point sources were located at 7-km depths in all models. 
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Because of the crustal and mantle structure, the resulting wavefields are complex 

(Figure 1). Clearly, the “GS” represented by these sections is far from any of the 

theoretical “spreading-wavefront” models often employed in attenuation studies and 

contain abundant “multi-pathing” (i.e., reflections and mode conversions). Nevertheless, 

this amplitude pattern is much closer to those typically observed. This modeling shows 

that strictly speaking, GS cannot be associated with any particular seismic phase, but 

only with the time- or distance dependence of the wavefield. Note that although the free-

surface, Moho and intra-crustal reflections cause rapid and persistent variations of the 

amplitudes recorded at the surface, distinct trends can be recognized in the pre-critical 

Moho reflection range (0 -100 km) and beyond it (Figures 2 - 4). 

In all cases, the peak amplitudes (crosses in Figure 2, middle and bottom) show 

an approximately r-1 behaviour (near-horizontal slopes in Figure 2, middle and bottom), 

but only when averaged and considered beyond ~100-km distance ranges.  Closer  than 

~60 - 70 km from the source, the amplitudes drop off quickly, corresponding to   ≈ 1.32 

for the IASP91 model and  ≈ 1.4 - 1.5 for models with sedimentary layers (Figure 2). 

Around ~100-km hypocentral distances, near-critical Moho reflections arrive, whose GS-

corrected amplitudes may rise above the level near the epicentre (in particular, for the 

IASP91 model, Figure 2a). At greater offsets, the P- and S-wave Moho reflections are 

followed by numerous multiples developing a more uniform GS (Figure 2, bottom). 

An introduction of a sedimentary layer above the source increases the near-source 

GS exponent from   ≈ 1.3 to 1.4 (Figure 2b). Such trend of increasing pre-critical  was 

also observed in other models with heterogeneities located above the source. This effect 

was also noted by Frankel et al. [22], who explained it by waves reflecting downward 
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from the base of the sedimentary layer.  The increased attenuation within the sediments 

appears to somewhat increase the spreading exponent to  ≈ 1.5 (Figure 2c). 

Notably, when additional reflectivity is placed below the source region, 

decreases and may drop below 1, and  becomes negative (Figure 3). When the 

reflectors are located close beneath the source, the geometrically-compensated 

amplitudes rise monotonically from the source to about ~50 km (with ≈ 0.93), followed 

by a decay at larger offsets (Figure 3b). This behaviour resembles that observed in total-

energy measurements [19], where such increased amplitudes were attributed to 

backscattering. This similarity is not surprising, as the reflectors below the source can 

indeed be viewed as “scatterers” returning the energy to the surface. However, 

“backscattering” is still a relatively loose term for these reflections, because it creates a 

connotation with random scattering in an otherwise uniform crust [18,20], whereas in 

reality we have predominantly upward reflections within a well-defined layered crustal 

structure. The distance dependence of these amplitudes should also be largely caused by 

wide-angle reflection coefficients varying with distance, and not by a t--type GS. Also 

note that the position of the peak at ~50 km corresponds to the fixed source depth of 7 

km in this modeling, and with deeper sources and reflective zone depths, the peak should 

accordingly move to longer offsets. 

The two final numerical tests show a simple crustal model with a constant 

velocity gradient (Figure 4a) and a realistic platform model named “Quartz-4” and 

derived from detailed studies of Peaceful Nuclear Explosions (PNEs) in Russia [35] 

(Figure 4b). The model in Figure 4b was also used in our previous coda studies [27, 36]. 

As expected, in the gradient-crust model, the amplitude decay curves are the simplest and 
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show the best agreement with the theoretical r-1 dependence (Figure 4a). This is the only 

numerical example of good agreement with the assumed theoretical GS I have found so 

far. By contrast, because of its greater crustal thickness, the Quartz-4 model shows a 

range of amplitudes decaying faster than in any of the IASP91-based models, with  ≈ 

1.7, followed by strong PmP and SmS onsets at ~150 km. Note that this large GS 

exponent is still within the range observed by Frankel et al . [22].  

Interpretation of numerical results 

To develop a model suitable for interpreting the above numerical, as well as 

experimental data, assume that there exists a “reference” Earth structure in which the GS, 

denoted G0(t, f), is close to the one observed. However, real structures (observed or 

modelled in a specific area), still differ from the reference one, and therefore seismic 

wave amplitudes should also be different. This difference may be caused by the 

variations in GS combined with the elastic and anelastic attenuation. In a perturbation- 

(scattering-) theory approximation [20], the deviation of the logarithm of the reference-

GS compensated amplitudes is small and proportional to the propagation time t: 

 
   tf

ftG

ftP 







,

,
ln

0

,        (4) 

where (f) is the attenuation coefficient and P(t, f) is the path factor representing the 

observed amplitudes corrected for the source and receiver site effects [26]. In a different 

form, the path factor can be written as 

     tfeftGftP  ,, 0 .     (5) 
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Further, by denoting the frequency-independent part of (f) by  = (0), we can 

express (f) as 

  ff   .     (6) 

Here, the second term vanishing at f  0 can be attributed to attenuation, and the 

frequency-independent term () should be caused by the true GS. Considering the GS 

correction as frequency-independent, the true GS becomes  

    teftGftG  ,, 0 .    (7) 

Note that in this formula, G0(t,f), and therefore G (t,f) may be frequency-dependent, but 

their ratio (residual GS) is frequency-independent. This is an important assumption 

without which it appears impossible to separate the effect of GS from Q-1. However, note 

that by dropping the use of Q-1 and taking a consistently (f) approach [37], such 

separation may  become unnecessary. The attenuation coefficient (6) can be best treated 

as a single quantity, and GS and a Q-1 not differentiated in modeling and interpretation. 

The dimensionless parameter  in eq. (6) can be attributed to the effective 

attenuation of the medium and also can be frequency-dependent. In [8], it was denoted as 

 = /Qe where Qe was the “quality” parameter. Note that Qe is defined so that its effect 

(i.e., term f in eq. (6)) vanishes when no scattering or anelastic attenuation is present. 

Because of this property, Qe does not trade-off with  apart from the normal data-error 

covariance. By contrast, the conventional quality factor Q(f) = f/(f) [16] spuriously, 

linearly increases with frequency when no attenuation is present but GS is inaccurately 

corrected for: Q(f) = f/when  = 0. When  < 0, Q(f) can even become negative. 
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The exponential form of P(t, f) in eq. (5) leads to a straightforward measurement 

procedure for  and Qe by using logarithms of spectral ratios, as illustrated in [8-10,27,30, 

37]. Parameter  is obtained from the intercepts of the (f) dependences at f = 0, and Qe is 

measured from their slopes. If the (f) dependence shows significant deviations from 

linearity in f,  a frequency-dependent Qe can be derived from its curvature. 

GS varies for different wave types and frequency bands, and therefore we use the 

conventional  G0(t, f) = t- approximation, in which  is selected differently for the 

different frequency bands and types of observations. In our body-wave examples (Figures 

2 - 4),  is considered equal 1, and  represents the corresponding variations of GS. The 

relatively small values of  (Figures 2 - 4, bottom) show that this approximation is 

acceptable within the ~0 - 100-km distance ranges. For other types of waves, can be 

different (such as ½ or 0.83 for Lg [38]) and  would vary accordingly. Therefore,  may 

also vary with frequency bands, offset ranges, and observations using different types of 

G0(t, f) (for more on this, see [27,11]). Also, for refracted body waves (Pn or Sn [24,25]) 

and in fact for any realistic “coloured” reflection sequence, G0(t, f) is inherently 

frequency-dependent. However, this does not alter the role of  as the measure of GS 

deviations from its best-known reference level. 

In the synthetic data (Figures 2 - 4), parameter  was measured from our synthetic 

data shown in bottom plots in by using the following relation (see eq. 4): 

    
  tconst

ftG

ftP
tftE

f

f
2

,

,
ln2,ln

0

2 







 .   (8) 

Angular brackets <…>f here denote the averaging of the frequency-dependence in our 
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time-domain measurements. This frequency dependence is dominated by the source 

spectrum produced by the numerical simulator combined with the “coloured” response of 

the structure mentioned above. Therefore, the  values measured here represent averages 

of the frequency-dependent GS: 

 
fQ

f
0measured 1       (9) 

and not exactly the values of (0) defined in eq. (6). However, we ignore this frequency-

dependence of GS here and only emphasize the leading term in . 

Similarly to the exponential form, the time dependences (8) of the reference-GS 

corrected amplitudes can be alternately approximated by a t- function, from which: 

   tconsttftE
f

ln2,ln 2  ,    (10) 

where  is the residual GS exponent. The corrected values of  = 1 + are also shown 

in Figures 2 - 4. Note that dependence (10) can only be fit beyond ~5-km offsets, 

apparently where the reflections from the free surface become significant (middle-row 

plots in Figures 2 - 4). This shows that the t- law represents a poorer approximation for 

the actual GS whereas dependence (8) covers the modeled GS well from 0 to ~50 - 100-

km distances (Figures 2 - 4). This should be due to the perturbation type, t-e-t GS law 

not distorting the t-1-type spreading in the immediate vicinity of the source. 

Discussion 

In different types of attenuation measurements (e.g., body-wave, Lg, coda, or 

total-energy), different seismic phases and time windows are selected for measuring the 
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amplitudes leading to eq. (5). The peak and averaged whole-record amplitudes shown in 

Figures 2 - 4 are likely most relevant to P-wave, coda, and total-energy studies. However, 

my goal here was not to model any specific case with sufficient accuracy, which may not 

always be possible. Instead, the goals were to demonstrate that the GS generally: 1) is 

measurable and can be modeled by waveform synthetics to some extent, 2) does not fit 

into any simple models such as t-, 3) is variable and sensitive to the lithospheric 

structure. In particular, these numerical experiments show that because of the upper-

crustal reflectivity, GS is commonly faster than expected from an isotropic, uniform-

space t-1 model. These conclusions are practically invariant in respect to the choices of 

time windows and types of amplitude measures.  

In addition to the simplified GS law, note that association of a specific window 

(such as the ~3.5-km/s window commonly selected in Lg measurements) represents 

another conventional simplification affecting the seismic amplitudes measured in the data 

or synthetics. However, with carefully selected windows and crustal models matching the 

observation environments, modeling results should still likely bear some common 

features.  

Such common features appear to be as follows. For most crustal models without 

strong mid-upper crustal reflectivity (such as in Figures 2 and 4), the numerical modeling 

showed values of  > 0. Such structures are likely to be most abundant around the world, 

and therefore the GS should most often be under-compensated by the standard body-

wave correction r1. In the traditional attenuation measurements based on transforming 

(f) into Q(f) = f/(f) = f/(+f)and then taking Q(f) = Q0f
, positive  values lead to  

> 0.  As shown in [8], parameter  can be approximated as ≈ /(fobsQe), where fobs is 
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the central observation frequency.  Therefore, the fact of  > 0 explains widespread 

observations of positive and high 's, especially for lower fobs , and in higher-, lower-Qe 

settings. Note that both of these last conditions correspond to tectonically-active areas 

[8]. 

The predicted values of  range from -0.005 to ~0.01 s-1 (Figures 2 - 4), and 

similar values were also derived from numerous observations [8]. To ascertain whether 

such residual GS levels should be significant in attenuation measurements, let us define a 

reference level Q so that its effect equals that of the effective attenuation, that is Q = 

fobs/Qe. With typical values of Qe ≈ 1000 and fobs≈ 1 Hz, Q ≈ 0.003 s-1, which is below 

most of the modelled and observed  values (Figures 2 - 4; [8,11]) Therefore, in most 

cases, the residual GS should affect the measurements of Q. As a simple rule, the larger 

the value of  is, the more significant is the effect of  [8].  

Interestingly, the level of  ≈ 0.008 s-1 derived for model Quartz-4 (Figure 4b) is 

close to the measurements from real Lg coda data in this PNE and also to independent 

numerical coda simulations, from which  ≈ 0.0075 s-1 [27]. This suggests that scattered 

body waves at 0 - 100 km distances make key contributions to the coda. Also, from a 

worldwide compilation of S- and Lg-wave results, the same level of D ≈ 0.008 s-1 

represents the threshold separating tectonically active (D) and stable (D) regions 

[8]. This shows that parameter  correctly captures an important common factor 

differentiating these lithospheric structures; it appears that this common factor could 

likely be the GS.  

Upper-crustal reflectors above the hypocenter deflect the upcoming waves and 
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cause steeper GS (Figures 2b, c). Modeled  values increase when sedimentary layers are 

present above the hypocenter, and particularly when these layers have lower intrinsic Q 

(compare Figure 3 to 2). This suggests a potential explanation to the observed trend for  

decreasing with tectonic age [8]. Tectonically young structures are more likely to have 

strong velocity and attenuation contrasts within the upper crust and above the 

seismogenic zone [29]. Due to cooling, metamorphism, and dehydration, such contrasts 

erode with age, leading to decreasing . Note that a uniform pressure-related crustal 

velocity gradient has no significant GS effect (Figure 4a). Therefore the upper-crustal 

structure is the most important for causing increased levels of . 

The upper-crustal reflectivity also appears to be the only suitable mechanism for 

reducing  and particularly for obtaining GS-compensated amplitudes that increase away 

from the hypocenter (i.e.,  < 0). To produce such increasing amplitudes, reflective layers 

should be present close and below the source (Figure 3b). Such reflectors enhance the 

illumination of the pre-critical distance interval for Moho reflections. 

Notably, in all cases considered above, the total-energy GS differs from that of 

the peak-amplitude. The total-energy curves show much faster amplitude decays to ~200-

km distances compared to the peak amplitudes (grey diamonds and black crosses, 

respectively, in Figures 2 - 4). A significant portion of the energy appears to be removed 

from the direct waves in the vicinity of the source and propagates as faster-dissipating, 

probably surface-wave modes. Although this effect could be insignificant in body-wave 

attenuation studies using only the highest-amplitude direct arrivals, such difference 

should be important in total-energy and coda studies, where the entire wavefield 
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contributes to the measurements. Therefore, in coda attenuation studies, neither of the 

empirical GS curves in Figures 2 - 4 should be sufficiently accurate (not to mention the 

theoretical r dependences), and special modeling needs to be conducted [27]. 

The above observations show that the upper-crustal structure and position of the 

earthquake source within it are definitely the most important factors forming GS patterns. 

The GS, in its turn, controls the results of most Q(f) measurements. Therefore, it appears 

that the only two reasonable approaches to the assessment of the true frequency 

dependence of Q are:  

1) Develop and accurate GS correction by comprehensive numerical modeling of 

the lithospheric structures in the study area;  

2) Seek Q measurement approaches not relying on GS compensation, such as the 

attenuation-coefficient or spectral ratio methods.  

Unfortunately, approach 1) would always be prone of uncertainties related to the 

lack of knowledge of the structure, source mechanisms, instrumental, and site effects. 

The three-dimensional structure along the propagation paths will hardly be ever known to 

the detail required for sufficiently accurate modeling independently of Q-1 (i.e., without 

any knowledge about scattering and attenuation!) and by using the complete wavefield. 

Although very important for verification of hypotheses and interpretation, when used as 

the basis for observations, modeling could again land us in a quagmire of assumptions 

and biases embedded in the measurements. Therefore, after even the best-possible 

modeling is conducted, it should be verified and corrected by approach 2).  

The empirical approach 2) is by far more reliable and adequate for describing the 
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data. Its strength is in utilizing the fundamental property of attenuation as energy 

dissipation process related to the frequency of wave oscillations. One problem with this 

approach is that spectral amplitude data typically show large scatters that only rarely 

allow determination of a frequency-dependent Qe. For example, no indications of 

frequency-dependent Qe were found so far in several studies revisited by using this 

technique [8,9,11]. Nevertheless, physical theories should recognize the limitations of the 

data, and perhaps frequency-independent Qe is all we can have at the moment. Also, the 

observed frequency independence of Qe represents a much stronger constraint on the 

physics of wave propagation within the Earth, indicating that relaxation-mechanism 

rheology and scattering are not nearly as pervasive within the crust and mantle as it is 

thought today. With ever increasing volumes and quality of seismological data, the 

potential frequency dependence of Qe should undoubtedly become measurable in the 

future. 

Waveform simulations of this study indicate that  is sensitive to the position of 

the earthquake source within the lithosphere. For sources located below the zone of 

upper-crustal reflectivity, the modelled GS tends to be systematically faster than 

theoretical, with  10-3 – 10-2 s-1, which is in agreement with the observations [8]. The 

heterogeneous upper crust deflects the source energy downward. Note that this effect 

could be attributed to “scattering attenuation” and described by parameter Qs; however, 

such attenuation is neither random nor isotropic as implied by this name [9,23].  

Both  modelled in this study and its corresponding Qe are “apparent” parameters 

representing the observations of GS and attenuation on the surface. Clearly, for complex 

structures considered here, their inversion for the in-situ properties of the lithosphere is a 
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non-trivial task related to “reversing” the waveform modeling above. However, two 

general observations about the in-situ properties can already be made from these results. 

First, because of the similarity between  and Q-1 comprising a single attenuation 

coefficient (f), it appears that the solution could be sought in the form of the 

corresponding “intrinsic attenuation coefficient” i(f) = i + f/Qi associated with points 

within the medium. This suggests using attenuation tomography to invert for both i and 

Qi. Second, because of the same similarity, it appears that frequency-independent Qe 

should normally result (i.e., unless special additional constraints are imposed) in 

frequency-independent intrinsic Qi models. Thus, combined with observations [8,11], 

modeling described here reinforces our confidence that a frequency-independent intrinsic 

Q should be sufficient for describing the existing seismological observations. However, 

these indications yet remain to be corroborated by detailed inversions. 

Finally, in applied studies such as nuclear-test monitoring, Q(f) is often viewed 

more as a wave amplitude (e.g., coda shape) parameter than a property related to a well-

defined physical process, and the ambiguity of the assumed GS is less consequential (W. 

S. Phillips, personal communication). Nevertheless, in such studies, the final 

interpretation is still often carried out by correlating Q0 and to regions and geological 

structures, by relating them to tectonic types and crustal temperatures, and by 

transporting these parameters into similar regions.  However, as Q0 and  also trade-off 

with the unknown and variable GS, they cannot be uniquely compared to geology. By 

contrast, the results of [8,27] and of this paper show that stable and improved 

interpretations should result from using the  and Qe parameters, which can be measured 

from the data and predicted by numerical simulations. 
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Conclusions 

Waveform numerical modeling in lithospheric structures shows that geometrical 

spreading (GS) of seismic waves should be complex and regionally variable, and thus 

impossible to represent by using a fixed theoretical dependence on the distance, as it is 

commonly done in attenuation studies. After the traditional GS-compensation, residual 

variations in GS lead to spurious frequency dependence of the attenuation quality factor 

Q.  

Because of its irresolvable trade-off with the GS, the elastic attenuation factor Qs 

is interpreted as a theoretical artefact, and therefore its use should be avoided in data 

inversions. Instead of this parameter, I suggest using  in the semi-empirical GS law in 

the form of G(t) = t-e-t. Modeling shows that this parameter correctly describes the 

variations of GS within the distance range below the critical Moho reflection onsets (0 - 

100 km). From the perturbation-theory point of view,  also represents the zero-frequency 

limit of the generalized scattering coefficient:  = (f=0). 

In most synthetic models examined, positive values of  were found, indicating 

stronger GS compared to the commonly used theoretical predictions. This could explain 

positive frequency dependences ( > 0) of the apparent Q(f) observed in many areas and 

attenuation studies.  

The upper-crustal structure and the position of the hypocenter within it determine 

the character of GS. Reflectors above the earthquake hypocenter tend to increase , and 

reflectors immediately below the source – to decrease it. With sufficiently strong 

reflectivity below the source,  may become negative and lead to geometrically-
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compensated amplitude peaks at 30 - 70-km hypocentral distances, which are also often 

attributed to Qs. Such sensitivity of GS to the upper-crustal structure may explain the 

inferred decrease of  with tectonic age [8].  
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Figures 

 

 

Figure 1.  Vertical-component synthetic record section modeled in IASP91 lithospheric 

structure. Travel-time reduction velocity of 9 km/s was used for plotting. Note the 

complex wavefield which is interpreted as representing the “geometrical 

spreading.” 
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Figure 2.  Results of numerical simulations in: a) IASP91 model, b) IASP91 with low-

velocity sedimentary layer, c) the same as b) but with QP = 20 and QS = 10 within 

the sedimentary layer. Top row: the VP and VS velocity models; Middle row: 

geometrical spreading within near-offset ranges, in logarithmic distance scale; 

Bottom row: the complete distance range in linear scale. Grey diamonds show the 

total recorded energy and black crosses – peak energy in two (radial and vertical) 

components combined. Both amplitudes are geometrically-compensated by using 

the theoretical (range)2 factor. Dashed lines labelled with  values indicate the 

approximations of geometrical spreading using the t- law at near offsets, and 

lines with labels  show the same ranges approximated by e-t dependences. 
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Figure 3.  Modeling results with a reflectivity zone below the source at 7 km: a) 

reflectivity starting at 10-km depth, b) starting at 8-km depth. Geometrical 

compensation, lines, and labels are as in Figure 2. Note the slower geometrical 

spreading at near offsets ( and ) dropping below the theoretical level of = 1 

and  = 0 in case b). 
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Figure 4.  Modeling results for: a) a hypothetical gradient model of the crust; b) detailed, 

realistic structure from inversion PNE Quartz-4 in Russia [35]. Geometrical 

compensation of the amplitudes, lines and labels as in Figure 2.  

 

 

 

 


